
 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2015 Quarter Two Vine Club pack!!!  

 

No messing with you, spring is here!!!  We could not be happier that the weather has finally changed.  You will not be getting any more 
notification that we are closed because of horrible white stuff falling from the sky.  You will now start seeing the blossoms on the trees 
and that makes for some of the most impressive photo ops at Tarara.  There is just something magical about driving in each day that the 
Bradford Pears are flowering along the drive.  Most importantly it is time to get social again, come hang out and enjoy some wine. 
 
This quarter like all of them is a lot of fun and full of goodies.  It was a year ago now that we had many of you out here to taste some 
young wines and work on the blends with us.  Well, without further ado, here are the first of them in the Bin 12 and 13 (one crafted each 
of the two weekends).  It is pretty crazy how similar the favorite blends were two with only 20% of the wine being different.  Great 
tasters must think alike.  With those two great wine we also bring to you the new and always loved Long Bomb Edition Seven 2013, and 
the bright Nevaeh White 2012 to join the Bin 12 in the Winemakers Select pack.  The reds only Bin 12 and 13 are joined by again the fan 
favorite Long Bomb.  For you white wine only fans the pack is all about bright fresh fun for the start of Spring with the 2013  Charval, 
2012 Chardonnay and 2012 #Social Secret White.  Lastly for those of you that love Jordan’s expressions of terroir in the Single Vineyard 
club you have the highly sought after Tranquility with the 2012 vintage.   
 
All this wine and great weather has us ready for an awesome season here at Tarara.  Next we will be writing you with one of these 
packs will be during the concert series.  Can you believe it?!?!? 
 
This Quarter’s Wine: 
 

1) Long Bomb 2013 – Again the 2013 Long Bomb is very Cabernet Sauvignon focused with 72% of the blend being paired with 
15% Cabernet Franc and the rest made up of Merlot, Tannat and a small touch of Petit Manseng.  Of all the vintages of the 
Long Bomb so far we are finding this one to be most similar to how the 2008 was in its youth. 

 
The aromas are intense and intoxicating with floral and black currant.  It really is a perfumed wine.  The palate has great 
acidity as one of the hallmarks of the vintage but is impeccably balanced with depth of character and a roundness on the 
mid palate.  Now it is just to see who of you will find this to be your new favorite Long Bomb as the next in the line of the 
most talked about wine we make.  
 

2) Winemakers Select Bin 12 2013 – For this version of the Winemakers Select Season our Vine Club members who attended 
the week one blending session put together a delicious blend.  The blend may seem simple, but the process was intense 
with loads of competition that may have even included arm wrestling for each percentage to be included.  The end result 
was all Monticello AVA fruit from Carter Mountain in the form of 84% Merlot and 16% Cabernet Sauvignon. 

 
What Jordan found most striking about this blend was the elegance that it brought with some earthy elements meeting 
raspberry and blackberry and subtle herbal tones.  It really turned out to be a complex little blend.  Everything is in the 
right places and proportions.  A job well done by the best team of Vine Club members we could ever ask for. 
 

3) Winemakers Select Bin 13 2013 – The ying to Bin 12’s yang.  Really the big change to the wine from the Bin 12 is that 
instead of using Cabernet Sauvignon, this wine was Tannat and a tiny portion of Petit Manseng.  The result is exactly as 
you might expect.  We are also finding that a little can go a long way.  With only a couple percent of Petit Manseng we 
find that this wine has an exotic nature just not normal with many reds, and we love it. 

 
A touch denser in style, the Bin 13 is a bit more about power opposed to Bin 12’s finesse.  This is a wine that will also do 
well with some time in the cellar.  Up front the wine still shows intense fruit making it striking even in its youth but the 
mid palate takes you into a new place with the more gripping tannins and balanced yet abundant acidity.  This is a wine 
that will make both the wine geek and the normal everyday wine drinker very happy. 
 

Thanks and Enjoy - The Tarara Team! 


